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Introduction: 

The important characteristic of the social 
structure of Orissa in sixteenth century was 
the existence of a number of communities 

within the same caste groups. The Brahman 
no longer became the dominant community 
and several new lower groups rose to power 
and position in the society. Unlike other part 
of India, Kshatriyas and Vaishya as such were 
not prominently noticed in the society and the 
intermediary caste groups such as Khandayat, 
Karana etc. represented the backbone of the 
social structure. Theoretically the society was 
divided into four groups but practically it was 
the intermediary groups and lower section of 
the society who enjoyed considerable position 
in society. The strictness of the Brahmanical 
system had ended and the concept of the four 
varnas in society became diluted. The lower 
sections of the society were no longer servant 
of the upper classes and some of them emerged 
as literary groups. They started claiming to be 
an integral part of the society through their 
writing. Sanskrit literature slowly faded away 
and was replaced by Oriya literature that was 
under the command of the member of the lower 
section of the society. 
The cultural ascendency of the lower section of 
society as a vernacular literary group during 
the Bhoi period roughly sixteenth to eighteen 
centuries in Khurda   was closely connected 
with three independent interrelated factors. 
1.) Penetration of Vaishnavism in the society 
of Orissa during latter half of the 15th century 
that show a path of emancipation to the lower 
section of society. 2.) The political instability 
in Orissa after the downfall of the Gajapati 
empire and repaid invasion of the Muslim in 

first half of 16th century that adversely affected 
over the policy of the state to exclusively 
continue patronage to the as old Brahmanical 
groups. 3.) The politico- military-economy 
dependency of newly established state upon 
the heterogeneous communities over the geo-
political strategic region of the kingdom of 
Khurda.  In the first half of 15th century a seed 
of cultural awaking planted Sarala Das over 
the Orissan society. Emergence of Vaishnavism 
against backdrop of Brahmanical hegemony 
performed the role of pouring water on the seed 
of cultural awaking in the second half of the 
15th century.  Extending of patronage to lower 
section of society side by side Brahmanical 
groups by the state in the second half of the 
sixteenth century work as manure for the seed 
of cultural awaking. The seed became a banyan 
tree of emerged literary group of lower section 
of society in the seventeenth century and seed 
germinate and send down the root toward the 
ground in eighteenth century. The downfall 
of Gajapati Empire and followed by repeated 
Muslim invasion over coastal Orissa adversely 
effected the interest of the as old Brahmanical 
groups. Neither the kith and kin of Gajapati 
nor the Brahmanical group in a position to bell 
them each other from the political crisis. The 
Brahmanical groups gradually loosed the state 
patronage that they once used to have. In that 
paradoxical situation some of the new state 
emerged such as Khurda from the edifice of 
Gajapati Empire. Unlike the Gajapati the new 
state of Khurda was not in a stable position to 
promote exclusively the Brahmanical interest. 
Patronage to Brahman was became only a 
symbolic for the state to retain the as old 
Gajapati legacy. Those communities implicitly 
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turn out to be a part of policymaking and 
were only confine to religious domain. On the 
other hand the state of Khurda established 
her power and position far away from the 
political and cultural center of Gajapati. The 
state mainly depended upon the politico-
military-economic support from the non-
Brahmanical heterogeneous local communities. 
Nevertheless Vaishnavism had already been 
created an atmosphere that encouraged the 
lower section of society for a cultural assertion. 
They identified themselves with the language 
of their own rather then the privilege state 
language i.e Sanskrit. In order to spread 
Vaishnavism among the mass a few people 
independently started writing in vernacular 
language. Most of the votaries of vernacular 
literary groups who identify themselves with 
Vaishnavism were being created a broad bass 
among the mass. They created an audience who 
could want to lessen the gospel of the religion 
through vernacular language. Nevertheless 
the state too needs the support of the mass in 
order to consolidate her over the new area and 
to establish her supremacy over the political 
dissident. The state aware of the importance 
of the emerging literary groups who excluded 
from the preview of royal patronage by the 
previous regime. The state followed an inclusive 
policy and granted patronage to the votaries 
of literary groups of the lower section of the 
society. The patronage holder propagated the 
greatness of the king among the mass through 
their vernacular writing. On the other hand 
they played a centrifugal force for the growth 
and development of vernacular literature in 
17th and 18th centuries. On the other hand by 
granting patronage to the votaries of literary 
groups of the lower section of the society the 
king woo the sentiment of their fellow brethren 
who used to provide politico-military-economic 
support. 

Social Configuration
Unlike the other part of the India over Orissa 
hard to find four fold division of the society. 
Rather Orissa had a complete caste system of it 
own.  Although Brahman and the so-called Sudra 

groups found yet Kashtriya and Vaisha groups 
conspicuously absence over the Varna society. By 
and large the society divided into upper and lower 
caste depending upon the nature of their position 
on traditional caste system.  While the upper caste 
represented Brahman and various intermediary 
groups the lower caste composed of diversified 
groups. Many new social groups emerged from 
the lower caste of the society. Depending upon the 
nature of their duties they were further divided 
into higher or lower groups within the same caste 
group. For example the pure low caste Sudra and 
unclear low caste Sudra. The former grouped into 
two groups depending upon the degree of purity of 
the traditional caste occupation. The first one was 
Chasa who mostly found over the alluvial plain 
land of Puri basin and the second groups was 
Gauras and Gurias found all over the territories. 
The second one represented numerous castes like 
Tantis, Golas, Thorias, Kansaris and Kachras 
who were untouchable. The unclear lower Sudras 
who were classified with three sub groups.  The 
first one Siyals and Chamars who was served 
by Dhoba and Jyotish as their priest; the second 
Dhobas, Bauris, Khatias and Nuliyas who were 
not served by Dhoba and have no priest of any 
kind; the third Ahir, Gauras, Kelas and Kandras. 
The bottom of the society consisted of Doms, Pans 
and Haris.1 A section of the people called Rajaka 
(washermen), Chamarakara (shoemaker), 
Kaivartta (fishermen), and Dombi (basket maker) 
were generally treated as outcastes.2

The social configuration in Khurda pass throws 
a process of transformation from 16th century 
onwards. In a process of upward mobility, many 
lower communities no longer remained servants 
of the high castes.  The social dynamism implant 
by the state in accordance with the requirement 
that gone through a process of modification 
and transformation became ‘monastic caste 
hierarchy’ during colonial period.3 The Brahman 

 1. L.L.S. O’ Malley, Puri :  A Gazetteer, Usaa, New Delhi, 
1984,p.78.

 2. S. K. Panda, Medieval Orissa A Socio-Economic Study, 
p.87.

 3. Akio Tanabe, “Recast(e)ing Identity: Transformation 
of Inter-caste Relationship in Post-Colonial Rural 
Orissa” Modern Asian Studies, 40, 3,(2006) p. 767.
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members of these class groups represented 
themselves as twice-born ranks.  There was also 
intra-mobility in assuming the statuesque of 
higher rank by the lower rank people in the same 
groups. The lower members of the same caste 
raise themselves as the member of the some 
higher caste groups. For instance the Chasas, 
when they became wealthy raises themselves to 
the membership of the lower classes of Karans, 
and assume the respectable title of Mahanti8. 

Emergence of lower Section of Society 
As a Literary Group
In the perplex of above social configuration 
the lower section of the society under went for 
a process of cultural ascendency in the middle 
of the 16th century onwards. They no longer 
became the servant of the upper class and some 
of them started emerging as literary groups. 
They were not belongs to a homogenous group. 
Similarly, it is very difficulties to find out their 
original caste form the normative Varna society 
of Orissa. They represented different groups 
that comprised agricultural and petty peasants, 
artisans, craftsmen, manual workers, and 
menial servants and attendants. Their genesis of 
raising could be trace back to one century back to 
Sarala Das who emerged as a distinguished poet.  
Through his writing he created a consciousness 
among the lower section of the society against the 
discriminative character of Brahmanical order. 
He was aptly supported by other scholar of his 
age such as Balarama Dasa and Achyutananda 
Dasa.  They gradually created an atmosphere 
of cultural vibration over the coastal Orissan 
society.  By and large self-consciousness had 
been emerged among the lower section of the 
society in the end of 15th century. They evolved 
as a force to protest against the caste system, 
untouchability, and low status of women and 
existing order of society in the early half of the 
16th century. These moves were lead by five poets 
who known as ‘Panacasakha’ or five associates 
in their writings and argued that one could be 
high and low according to his quality or merit 

 8. L.L.S. O’ Malley, Puri :  A Gazetteer, Usaa, New Delhi, 
1984,p.79.

no longer became the dominant community 
and several new lower groups rose to power 
and position in the society. The rigidness of the 
Brahmanical supremacy over the social setup 
slowly diluted. They no longer remained the 
single dominant castes. Narasingha Deva (1621-
1647) introduced the system of Kulinism and split 
the Brahman community into four divisions.4 
They started taking water and ordinary food 
from the hand of the lower caste Sudra5. Some of 
them were earning their livelihood by farming.  
Sixteenth century poet Balarama Dasa in his 
work Dandi Ramayana states that Santha 
Panda maintained his family by gardening.6 
However they were usually forbidden from 
taking up four occupations, ‘Batua’ or the pilgrim 
guide, ‘Ghatua’ or the performer of ‘Sankalpa’ in 
the ‘ Panch Tirtha’ for the pilgrims, ‘Natua’ or 
being the dancer and actor in a drama, ‘Chhatia’ 
or being the police sepoy or a military man.7 
The state played an active role in creating 
various new subgroups from the existing castes 
to accommodate them in the political system. 
The Bhoi brought some changes in that social 
hierarchy in accordance to political needs without 
changing the basic structure of the society. 
Under special circumstances the king created 
some new social groups from different castes.   
The Karana (scribe), Khandaitas (warrior), 
and Paik (soldiers) were perfect examples of 
different kind of social arrangements. They were 
divided into a number of sub-castes according 
to their occupation and mainly engaged in the 
administrative affairs of the kingdom. These 
groups were created by the state irrespectively 
their previous relations to the Varna system 
of the society. In way of upwards mobility the 

 4. K. N. Mahapatra, Khurda Itihasa (in Oriya), Cuttack, 
1969, p. 64.  It was Narasingha Deva (1621-1647) 
who stratified the Brahman into four groups and the 
high class Brahmans were divided into three grades, 
Samanta, Bhatta, Mishra and Baidika K. S. Mishra, 
Utkala Itihasa (in Oriya), Cuttack, 1979, p. 155.

 5. L.L.S. O’ Malley, Puri :  A Gazetteer, Usaa, New Delhi, 
1984,p. 78.

 6. S. K. Panda, Medieval Orissa A Socio-Economic Study, 
p.83.

 7. B. N. Saraswati, The Brahmanic Ritual Tradition, 
Shimla, 1977, p. 58.
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Hoipa•i, Ubh• Hoile •irare Karajo•i.)13  Thus 
an atmosphere for the growth and development 
of vernacular literature had been begun. 
In the beginning of the sixteenth century 
the importance of Sanskrit literature slowly 
diminished and was replaced by Oriya literature.  
When   Sanskrit was under the supervision of 
the royals as well as upper sections of society, 
Oriya evolved under the lower section of the 
society. However it does not mean that the upper 
section did not contribute for the development of 
vernacular literature. If we look the percentage 
of contribution of both the section in 17th and 18th 

centuries the volume from lower one is much 
more. Development of Oriya literature can be 
traced back to the fifteenth century when Sarala 
Dasa composed the Mahabharata. In the early 
part of the sixteenth century ‘Pancasakhas’ or 
the five friends emerged as literature figures 
under the patronage of Gajapati king of Orissa.14 
The ruling class was very conscious about the 
development of Oriya language and king Upendra 
Bhanja (seventeenth century) of   Keonjhar 
warned the people of Orissa to be conscious 
about the pronunciation of words in order to not 
jeopardize the chastity of the Oriya language.15 
In the subsequent century   poets negotiated with 
each other to write in Oriya language (N•ma •r• 
Caitana D•sa. . . T•h••ka Sa•ge Mo P•rati, 
T•h••ka I••a Gop•pati, •jñ• Hoil• T•h••kara, 
Utaka Bh••• K•bya Kara.)16 Birakishore Deva 
(1737-1793) granted 22 Bati17 of land to poet 
Banamali Dasa (Dh•ra •r• B•rabara, H•r• 

 13. Nrusingha Bramarabara, Dasaboli (in Oriya). Quoted 
by K. N. Mahapatra, Khurda Itihasa, p.92.

 14. These five friends were, Balarama Dasa, Jagannatha 
Dasa, Ananta Dasa, Yosavanta Dasa and 
Achyutananda Dasa among whom the second one was 
a Brahmin.  For more detail see B. K. Mallik, Medieval 
Orissa: Literature, Society, Economy, pp. 19-37. 

 15. D. Behera, “Literary Heritage of Ghumsur: A 
Historical Review”, Proceeding of the Orissa History 
Congress, XIV Session, Bhubaneswar, 1988, p.108.

 16. Bhupati Pandit, Prema Panchamruta (in Oriya). 
Quoted by K. N. Mahapatra, Khurda Itihasa, p. 98.

 17. 1 bati= 20 mana= about 9 acres; 1 mana= 25 guntha= 
about 19,600 sq.ft.= about 0.45 acres; 1 guntha= 16 
biswa= about 784 sq.ft. ; 1  biswa= 4 kani= about 49 
sq.ft.

but never on the basis of birth.9 Balarama Dasa 
the eldest among the five associates advocated 
the right of the lower section of the society for 
education in the ‘Muktimandapa’ or an assembly 
of orthodox Brahman scholars at Puri.10 The 
growth and development of Vaishnavism in 
the same century provided them an additional 
social- cultural strength. Apparently the gospel 
of Vaishnavism rapidly spread over the coastal 
Orissa by Chaitanya. Further, to spread the faith 
of Vaishnavism among the mass the follower 
of the Chaitanya adopted vernacular language 
as the medium. They preached the concept 
of egalitarianism and religious emancipation 
irrespective of caste and creed. It provides an 
immense impact over the lower section of the 
society who becomes more conscious for their 
cultural ascendency in the latter half of the 16th 
century. Some of them emerged as poet by their 
own merit. One of them was Bishnu Dasa who 
composed Lilabati in Oriya (Bi••u D•sa N•mare 
Eka Kabi, Sehu G•te Puroil• P•uthib•.)11 They 
contributed their literary output in vernacular 
languages for a wider audience (Kabijanahite 
Kabikalpadruma Nama, Svade•e Bh•••re Kale 
Grantha Utama Ye.)12 Nevertheless the political 
crises surrounded in an around for the throne 
of Gajapati indirectly help them too. The newly 
established state of Khurda aptly understood 
the growing importance of their position over 
the society. In order to explore the socio- cultural 
support from the society the state extended 
patronage to   the votaries of those groups along 
with the old Brahmanical order. Even the king 
paid his respects to those contributed in Oriya 
language. Mukunda Deva (1657-1689) folded his 
hand to   poet Jagabandu Dasa after listening 
to his work in his court (R•j• Dekhi Da••abata 

 9. These five friends were, Balarama Dasa, Jagannatha 
Dasa, Ananta Dasa, Yosavanta Dasa and 
Achyutananda Dasa among whom the second one was 
a Brahmin.  For more detail see B. K. Mallik, Medieval 
Orissa: Literature, Society, Economy, Bhubaneswar, 
1996, pp. 19-37. 

 10. Ibid, p. 23.
 11. Bishnu Dasa, Lilabati (in Oriya). Quoted by K. N. 

Mahapatra, Khurda Itihasa, p. 32.
 12. Jadumani Routray, Kabi Kalpadruma (in Oriya). 

Quoted by K. N. Mahapatra, Khurda Itihasa, p. 133.
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Composition of Oriya Language (1689-1716)

Name of Poet Name of Work Prose or poetry Language Possible caste 
of poet

Bima Dasa Haribhakti  
Chandrodya,  
Bhaktiratnabal

Poetry Oriya Sudra

Brundabati Dasa Purnatam  
Chadrodaya

Poetry Oriya Sudra 

Bhupati Pandit Premapanchamtuta Poetry Oriya Brahman
Kanhu Dasa Ramarasamruta Poetry Oriya Sudra
Kantha Dasa Naapoi Poetry Oriya Sudra
Kesaba Harichandan Rasasindhu  

Sulakshana
Poetry Oriya Brahman

Dinakrushana Dasa Rasabinodana Poetry Oriya Sudra
Upendr Bhanja Kotibrahmanda 

Sundari
Poetry Oriya Kshatriya

Divyasingha Deva (1689-1716). Some of the poets 
praised him for his generosity (Mukundadeba 
R•jana Nandana Gu•abh•jana, Dibyasi•ga 
Deba Janapti R•je•a.)22 Bhupati Pandit, a   
contemporary of Divyasingha Deva (1689-1716) 
in his literary work praised the king for granting 
him so much land and wealth that he left his own 
homeland  Bengal and learned Oriya language 
to write his work ( Dhana Basan Bhumi D•na, 
Dele Se Hoi Suprasanna, Dekhi Anugraha A•e•a 
Ch••i Ailu Nija De•a, T•h••ka Anna Jala 
Kh•i, Sukhe T•h••ka R•jye Th•i, Pa•cim•  
Bh•••re Kabitwa, Ba•gal• Bh•••re Tirahotra, 
Utkala Bh••• Naba •ik••.)23 Another poet of 
the same period Dinakrushana Dasa praised the 
king for giving him food, clothing  and shelter 
in his kingdom and to those who fled  from the 
neighbouring  kingdom (  J•h•ra Anna Bastra 
Kh•i, T• Sukha Cint• Karuth•i.)24 The following 
table show the composition  by the different poet 
during the time of Divyasingha Deva. 
They were:

 22. Lokanatha Bidyadhara, Niladrimohatsaba (in Oriya). 
Quoted by K. N. Mahapatra, Khurda Itihasa, p.116.

 23. Bhupati Pandit, Premapancamruta (in Oriya). Quoted 
by K. N. Mahapatra, Khurda Itihasa, p.115.

 24. K. N. Mahapatra, Khurda Itihasa, p. 119.

Muku•a •ira, •r• B•raki•ora Deba G•nare.)18 
Further he gave the title of Kabisurya Brahma 
to the poet Sadananda ( Purbe •r•  Birake•ar• 
Datta Pada, Kabisurya Brahm• Boli Loke 
Bada.)19 Sadananda in his work gave a vivid 
description of his previous patron, viz., Nayagarh, 
Ghumsur, Dasapalla, Kataka, Madupur as well 
as the Bhoi of Khurda their overlord under whom 
he served (Nay•ga•a R•jye Purb••rama Ye 
Mohar, Kichidina M•trake Rahili Ghumusura, 
Da•apall• Bhañja R•jye Sakhya Prema Mota, 
Bahu Sabh•ban•re Rakhile Ba•ra Kete, Kataka 
Nikate D•modarapura N•me C•ribar•a Rahili 
M•trak Se Sth•na , Tadutt•re Madhupura 
R•jye Achi Abe.)20 In the seventeenth century 
they established themselves as a literary groups 
and as a poet Dwaraka Dasa was   very proud 
to be a member of the lower section of society ( 
R•ma D•sa Ye Heba •udra J•ti, Bai••aba Pa•e 
Nirgu•a Ati, Tahi• Balar•ma D•sa Janama, 
T•h•ra Hoiba Dw•rak• N•ma.)21Many Oriya 
poets produced their work during the time of  

 18. K. N.  Mahapatra, Khurda Itihasa, p.200.
 19. Sadananda, Prema Tarangini (in Oriya), Canto 29. 

Quoted by K. N. Mahapatra, Khurda Itihasa,  p.175.
 20. Sadananda, Yugala Rasamruta Lahari (in Oriya). 

Quoted by K. N. Mahapatra, Khurda Itihasa, p.175.
 21. Dwaraka Dasa, Chatisha Guptagita (in Oriya). Quoted 

by K. N. Mahapatra, Khurda Itihasa, p.95.
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Bhoi the feudatory chiefs also patronized Oriya 
poets. Nrusingha Bramarabara   composed 
Dasaboli under the patronage of the chief   of 

Out of them 25 (or 73 pre cent) still belonged to the 
traditional seats of learning in coastal Orissa, wherea 
as only 9 (or 27 per cent) came from the Garhjat 
Mahal. Their share, however, more than double 
during the following long region of Virakesari who 
ruled from 1737-93, thus, covering the greater part of 
the Maratha rule in Orissa. During these years, out of 
altogether 58 Oriya poet, which Mahapatra was able 
to trace during this time, 39 (or 68 pre cent) belonged 
the Garhjat Mahat.” Hermann Kulke, “ The Feudatory 
States of Orissa: Centres out There” in eds. Herman 
Kulke and George Berkemer, Centers Out There? 
Facets of Subregional Identities in Orissa, Manohar, 
2011, New Delhi, p. 72.

The above date invariably suggested that the 
number of poet and their tentative caste. Out 
of the 24 numbers of poets, 5 represented upper 
caste, 3 belonged to   intermediary groups and 16 
represented lower section of the society. If we look 
language of the composition on the above table 
the lower section of the society represented a lion 
share over the growth of vernacular literature. 
Even the political crises of Orissa in 18th century 
did not hamper the trend rather the production 
became more decentralized. The lower section 
of the society gets more patronage to produce 
from the subordinate state of Khurda.25 Like the 

 25. “According to K.N Mahapatra there were 34 poet 
know during the reign of Divyasimha(1689-1716) , 
Harekrishan (1716-1720)and Gopinath (1720-1727) . 

Name of Poet Name of Work Prose or poetry Language Possible caste 
of poet

Biswanatha Khuntia Bichitra Ramayana Poetry Oriya Vaishya
Krupasindha Dasa Upasana Dipika Poetry Oriya Sudra
Iswara Brahma Namamruta  

Mahabharata
Poetry Oriya Brahman

Iswara Dasa Sri Chaitanayacha-
ritamruta

Poetry Oriya Sudra

Shisu Shankar Dasa Nalacharita Poetry Oriya Sudra
Dwija Sirdhara Kanchanalata Poetry Oriya Brahman
Baisya Shadasiba Sri Ramalila Poetry Oriya Vaishya
Purusottama Dasa Kanchi Kavari Poetry Oriya Sudra
Hari Dasa Namachintamani Poetry Oriya Sudra
Mahadeva Dasa Kartika Mahatmya Poetry Oriya Sudra
Nilamabara Dasa Kriyagogasara Poetry Oriya Sudra
Narayana Dasa Panchamrutasindhu Poetry Oriya Sudra
Pitamabara Dasa Akhila Rasa  

Chintamani
Poetry Oriya Sudra

Jadumani Routhray Kalpadruma Poetry Oriya and   
Sanskrit

Sudra

Kunjabihara  
Bhramarabara

Premasila Poetry Oriya Brahman

Ratna Dasa Saraswata Gita Poetry Oriya Sudra 
Dama Dasa Deula Tola Poetry Oriya Sudra
Gopinatha Dasa Mohanalata Poetry Oriya Sudra

Source: K. N. Mahapatra, Khurda Itihasa: pp.113-139.
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Their literary substance represented more about 
the real life of the common man and women, 
manner and custom related to the institution 
of marriage. The position of women in general 
significantly changes. The contemporary 
literature paid more attention to the attire of 
women. Royal women were not confined to the 
four walls of their house. They enjoyed certain 
rights like   horse riding, learning sacred lore, 
delivering speeches and even participating in 
wars along with their husbands. Women from 
the lower castes helped their husband to earn 
their livelihood. Some women were engaged in 
prostitution to earn their livelihoods but were 
looked down upon by the society and usually 
lived outside village. There was a wider gulf in 
the dress sense of the higher and lower groups of 
the society so as also in food habits. Thus their 
contribution helps us to understand the social-
cultural scenario of early modern Orissa.

Dhenkanal (Si•gha Bidy•darakulasindhucandr 
•e•k•n•la Nagara Aban• Indra, Narasi•gha 
Bhramarabarara Mana K•••a B•h•re •u Na 
J••e •na, K•••acara•e Ye•u Rahi• Citta Sehi 
Bi•aye •rambha Kali G•ta, Harijanama•h•ru 
E Da•aboli.)26 

Conclusion: 
The emergence of the lower section of the 
society in the coastal part of Orissa particularly 
in the kingdom of Khurda  provide a new kind 
of approach to the subject matter of vernacular 
literature. Before them the marginalized 
vernacular literature of Orissa mostly 
represented the canonical writing. They delivered 
a more secular and non-canonical approach to 
vernacular literature. They enthusiastically put 
forward the material life of the common people 
while depicting the canonical character. The 
native writer provided a comprehensive view 
on the social-cultural scenario of coastal Orissa. 

 26. Nrusingha Bramarabara, Dasaboli (in Oriya). Quoted 
by K. N. Mahapatra, Khurda Itihasa, p.92.
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